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1. The manifest functions of education are these, except'

     	      Transmission of culture

     	      Recruitment for roles

     	      Cultural integration

     	--->> Stratification

2. Characteristics of a group include all except

     	      Stable

     	      Fluid

     	--->> Rigid

     	      Temporary

3. Which sociologist pointed out the connection between history and biography?

     	      Marx Weber

     	      H.Spencer

     	--->> Wright Mills

     	      Poter Berger

4. Personal distance is between

     	--->> 18inches-4ft

     	      10inches- 2ft

     	      5 inches-3ft

     	      25inches- 4ft

5. Who worked on suicide rate to support his sociological view?

     	      Karl Marx
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     	      H.Spencer

     	--->> Emile Durkheim

     	      Charles Darwin

6. How many levels of social organisation exist in  social interaction?

     	      2

     	--->> 3

     	      4

     	      5

7. Intimate distance is reserved for all except;

     	      love-making

     	      hugging

     	--->> ordinary conversation

     	      comforting

8. When did emphasis shift from social reforms to social theory?

     	      1930s

     	--->> 1940s

     	      1950s

     	      1960s

9. The classification of society by social organization include all except;

     	--->> The Skin and Hide society

     	      The hunting and gathering society

     	      The horticulture society

     	      The agrarian society

10. The first level of social organization is---

     	      Inter-group level
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     	--->> Interpersonal level

     	      social reality level

     	      Organization level
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